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Failure of Gutzwiller-type wave function to capture gauge fluctuations: Case study in the exciton
Bose liquid context
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Slave particle approaches are widely used in studies of exotic quantum phases. A complete description beyond
mean field also contains dynamical gauge fields, while a simplified procedure considers Gutzwiller-projected
trial states. We apply this in the context of bosonic models with ring exchanges realizing so-called exciton Bose
liquid (EBL) phase and compare a Gutzwiller wave function against an accurate EBL wave function. We solve the
parton-gauge theory and show that dynamical fluctuations of the spatial gauge fields are necessary for obtaining
qualitatively accurate EBL description. On the contrary, just the Gutzwiller projection leads to a state with subtle
differences in the long-wavelength properties, thus suggesting that Gutzwiller wave functions may generally fail
to capture long-wavelength physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the study of spin liquids and non-
Fermi liquids have been an active theme in condensed-matter
physics.1,2 A common approach used in many of these studies
involves the notion of fractionalization, where the original
particles of a microscopic model are substituted with slave
particles coupled to a gauge field.1,3 It is often thought
that Gutzwiller wave functions, constructed by performing
projection into the physical Hilbert space, are able to capture
the correct physics. However, it is suspected that such wave
functions may not be sufficient to capture the long wavelength
properties in important cases with gapless gauge fields, e.g.,
for U(1) spin liquids,1,4–14 as the Gutzwiller construction does
not include spatial gauge fluctuations.15,16 In a recent study of
a hard-core boson model with pure-ring exchange interactions,
which we proposed as a candidate model for realizing an
exciton Bose liquid (EBL) phase,17–19 we noticed that the
EBL can be viewed as a special solvable example of a gapless
parton-gauge system.20,21 In this work, we shall take up this
critical issue, that Gutzwiller wave functions might not capture
the spatial gauge fluctuations by explicit demonstrations in the
EBL context.

To set the stage for our discussion, we begin with a
schematic hard-core boson model with ring-exchange interac-
tions, which serves the dual-purpose of introducing the EBL
theory as well as motivating the wave functions used in this
work. The Hamiltonian defined on the square lattice is

Hring = −
∑
r,m,n

[KmnPmn(r) + H.c.], (1)

Pmn(r) = b†rbr+mx̂b
†
r+mx̂+nŷbr+nŷ , (2)

where Pmn(r) are extended ring exchanges on m × n plackets
and Kmn are amplitudes for these exchanges. The Hamiltonian
conserves boson number on each row and column, and
throughout our Hilbert space is the sector with equal number of
bosons on each row and column. We will assume Kmn � 0. Our
recent study of a model with K11 and K12 = K21 found regimes
of the EBL phase,20,21 while here we are not concerned with
a detailed realization but rather qualitative aspects, assuming
the model Eq. (1) is deep in the EBL phase.

In the following, we consider a slave-particle approach
applied to this problem. Writing each boson operator as a
product of two parton operators,

b†r = b
†
r1b

†
r2, (3)

we can recover the physical Hilbert space by imposing
the constraint n(r) = n1(r) = n2(r). We then consider states
where the b1 partons hop only in the x̂ direction, while b2

partons hop only in the ŷ direction22 (so a single microscopic
boson b indeed cannot hop by itself) and further justify this by
noting that the mean-field expectation value of each ring term
in Eq. (1) acquires a large, negative energy:

〈−KmnPmn(r)〉m.f. = −Kmn|G1(mx̂)|2|G2(nŷ)|2, (4)

Gμ(mμ̂) ≡ 〈b†rμbr+mμ̂,μ〉m.f.. (5)

Beyond the mean-field slave-particle treatment, we intro-
duce fluctuations into the theory by coupling the two parton
species to a gauge field a residing on the links of the lattice,
with opposite gauge charges for the respective species. The
parton-gauge system is qualitatively captured by the following
U(1) lattice gauge theory:22

HU(1) = −t
∑
r,μ

[eiqμarμb†rμbr+μ̂,μ + H.c.] (6)

+h
∑
r,μ

e2
rμ − K

∑
r

cos(∇ × a)r, (7)

(∇ · e)r =
∑

μ

qμb†rμbrμ, (8)

where qμ = ±1 (μ = 1,2 or x,y) are the gauge charges for
the partons moving, respectively, along x̂ and ŷ directions.
Equations (6) and (7) are the respective Hamiltonians for the
partons and the gauge fields, while Gauss’ law in Eq. (8)
imposes a constraint on the physical states. The lattice curl
and divergence used in Eqs. (7) and (8) are defined by

(∇ × a)r = ar+x̂,y − ary − ar+ŷ,x + arx, (9)

(∇ · e)r = erx + ery − er−x̂,x − er−ŷ,y . (10)

In the above U(1) gauge theory, the integer-valued “electric”
field erμ is canonically conjugate to the compact gauge field
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arμ on the same lattice link. Dynamical fluctuation of these
fields arises from the competing terms in the gauge-field
Hamiltonian. In the limit h � K,t , the electric field vanishes
and Gauss’ law reduces to n1(r) = n2(r), which projects back
into the physical boson Hilbert space. In this limit, it is
possible to eliminate the gauge field perturbatively and obtain
a Hamiltonian for hard-core bosons on the square lattice with
ring-exchange terms of the type in Eq (1), thus establishing
formal connection between Hring and HU(1).22

As we will argue below, the EBL phase in Hring corresponds
to a “deconfined” phase of HU(1), where we can ignore the
compactness of the gauge field and treat the spatial gauge
fluctuations fully. This is possible in the present case due to the
powerful bosonization technique made applicable by the one-
dimensional character of the partons and some “dimensional
reduction” occurring in the system.17–19,23–25 On the other
hand, a different route beyond mean field often used in the
literature is to apply Gutzwiller projection, mostly popular
because of its numerical tractability26,27 (while gauge theories
are often intractable). As one can anticipate, this state does
not know about the spatial gauge field fluctuations and fails to
reproduce the long-distance properties of the EBL phase.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we start from a
Lagrangian formulation and show how the gauge theory leads
to the EBL field theory, while neglecting the spatial gauge field
fluctuations leads to a decidedly different low-energy effective
theory. In Sec. III, we construct the wave functions used in
this paper and derive results for density structure factor and
box correlator in the harmonic approximation for the wave
functions. In Sec. IV, we present our accurate Variational
Monte Carlo (VMC) calculations for hard-core bosons and
show that the Gutzwiller wave function indeed realizes a
quantum state that is distinct from the EBL. In the conclusion,
we discuss our study more broadly.

II. EFFECTIVE ACTIONS FOR THE EBL AND
GUTZWILLER THEORIES

For the remainder of the paper, we assume a stable “de-
confined” phase of HU(1), where we can ignore compactness
of the parton phase variables and compactness of the gauge
field (stability is discussed in Appendices A,B of Ref. 22,
borrowing from stability analyses of the EBL in Refs. 17–19).
To study the qualitative effects of spatial gauge fluctuations,
we consider the following parton-gauge Lagrangian, which
provides a transparent starting point for our analysis:

L = v

2π
[g−1(∂xθ1)2 + g(∂xφ1 − ax)2] + i

π
(∂xθ1)(∂τφ1)

+ v

2π
[g−1(∂yθ2)2 + g(∂yφ2 + ay)2] + i

π
(∂yθ2)(∂τφ2)

+ κ

2
(∂xay − ∂yax)2, (11)

where the coarse-grained fields φμ and θμ provide a hydrody-
namic fluid description of partons moving in the respective
direction μ̂, and minimally coupled to the gauge field a.
The velocity v and dimensionless parameter g are convenient
parametrization from the bosonization literature.28–31 In this
formulation, φμ gives the phase of a parton while the dual
variable θμ is related to the parton-density fluctuation through

δnμ = π−1∂μθμ. We also assume a sizable “stiffness” κ for
the gauge field (e.g., set by the energetics of the boson ring
exchanges). Instead of introducing the temporal gauge field,
we impose the following constraint at each lattice site:

∂xθ1 = ∂yθ2, (12)

which allows recovery of the physical Hilbert space by binding
two partons to give the original boson. The constraint is then
solved by introducing a field ϑ satisfying

θ1 = ∂yϑ, θ2 = ∂xϑ, (13)

where, as the analysis below shows, ϑ can be identified as
the coarse-grained field dual to the boson phase φ in the
“bosonization” of the two-dimensional ring exchange model
in Ref. 17.

We first integrate out the fields φμ and obtain

Leff = v

πg
(∂x∂yϑ)2 + 1

2πvg
[(∂τ ∂xϑ)2 + (∂τ ∂yϑ)2]

+ i

π
(∂τϑ)(∂xay − ∂yax) + κ

2
(∂xay − ∂yax)2. (14)

After further integrating out the gauge field a and then
dropping a less relevant term (∂τ∇ϑ)2, we arrive at the
following realization of the EBL theory

LEBL = 1

2π2κ
(∂τϑ)2 + v

πg
(∂x∂yϑ)2, (15)

where the more general EBL theory is defined by the action17

SEBL[ϑ] = 1

2

∑
k,ω

MEBL(k,ω)|ϑ(k,ω)|2, (16)

MEBL(0,ω) ∼ ω2, MEBL(k,0) ∼ |kxky |2, (17)

for small kx , ky . [Strictly speaking, going from Eq. (14) to
Eq. (15), we need to keep MEBL(k,ω) accurately on the
full lines k = (0,ky) and (kx,0); i.e., we should not drop the
naively less relevant term (∂τ∇ϑ)2. However, here we focus on
long-wavelength effects originating near k = (0,0) and work
in a schematic continuum notation, while an accurate lattice
variant can be found in Appendix B of Ref. 21.] The energy
dispersion can be obtained from Eq. (17) and has the form
Ek ∼ |kxky |. This is responsible for interesting properties of
the EBL phase,17 such as specific heat C ∼ T log(1/T ), which
makes it qualitatively different from sliding or cross-sliding
Luttinger liquid phases.32–34 [Generally, the vanishing of Ek
along the lines (0,ky) and (kx,0) can be shown to be a
consequence of the conservation of boson number in each
row and column of the lattice-ring model and is satisfied in
this parton-gauge approach by construction.]

Let us now see what happens if we do not have dynamical
gauge fields. To obtain the resulting Lagrangian, we drop the
gauge field from Eq. (14):

LGutzw = v

πg
(∂x∂yϑ)2 + 1

2πvg
[(∂τ ∂xϑ)2 + (∂τ ∂yϑ)2]. (18)
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We will view this as a schematic model of what happens
under Gutzwiller projection, hence the label “Gutzw.” The
corresponding action is

SGutzw[ϑ] = 1

2

∑
k,ω

MGutzw(k,ω)|ϑ(k,ω)|2, (19)

MGutzw(k,ω) = 2v

πg
|kxky |2 + 1

πvg
ω2k2. (20)

Here, the energy dispersion is Ek ∼ |kxky |/|k| and the distinct
behavior in the vicinity of k = 0 leads to low-energy properties
different from the corresponding EBL properties. For example,
the specific heat vanishes linearly with temperature for the
Gutzwiller action, i.e., does not have the logarithmic factor
log(1/T ) found for the EBL case.

The long-wavelength properties of the EBL and Gutzwiller
actions are also different. To give examples of other observable
consequences, we calculate the density structure factor D(k)
and box correlator B(x,y) defined below:

D(k) ≡ 〈|nk|2〉, (21)

B(x,y) ≡ 〈ei[φ(0,0)−φ(x,0)+φ(x,y)−φ(0,y)]〉, (22)

= e
− 1

2

∫
d2k

(2π)2
|1−eikx x |2|1−eiky y |2〈|φk|2〉

, (23)

with φr denoting the boson phase variable, b
†
r ∼ eiφr . Here,

〈|nk|2〉 can be evaluated for the Gaussian action using δnr =
π−1∂x∂yϑr, and we obtain

DEBL(k) = 1

2

√
gκ

2πv
|kxky |, (24)

DGutzw(k) = g

2
√

2π
|kxky |/|k|, (25)

for small kx , ky . The singularity in the structure factor is
distinct at k = 0 for the two actions. Specifically, at fixed ky ,
D(kx → 0,ky) = C(ky)|kx |, with CEBL(ky) ∼ |ky | for small
ky , but CGutzw(ky) ∼ const for small ky .

Since nr and φr are canonically conjugate to each other,
they satisfy the following ground-state minimum-uncertainty
relation: √

〈|nk|2〉
√

〈|φk|2〉 = 1/2, (26)

which allows to obtain the box correlator Eq. (22). We will
focus on the regime |x| � |y|, where we find power-law
decay ∼ |x|−η(y) with y-dependent exponents. To determine
the exponents for all y, we in fact need to have details on the
(0,ky) line all the way up to the Brillouin zone boundary [only
the large y limit is determined by focusing on the vicinity
of k = (0,0)]. For illustrations below, we simply take model
DEBL(k) and DGutzw(k) by replacing |ky | → 2| sin(ky/2)| in
Eqs. (24) and (25). For the EBL case we find17

BEBL(x,y) ∼ |x|−ηEBL(y), (27)

ηEBL(y) = 1

π2

√
2πv

gκ

∫ π

0

sin2(kyy/2)

sin(ky/2)
dky (28)

≈ 1

π2

√
2πv

gκ
log(y), (29)

where the last line gives growth behavior for |y| � 1. For the
Gutzwiller box correlator we find

BGutzw(x,y) ∼ A(y)|x|−ηGutzw, (30)

ηGutzw =
√

2/g, (31)

which is independent of y in the present Gutzwiller model and
generally remains finite for any y.

For finite y and large x, B(x,y) can be viewed as the
propagator for an exciton of transverse size y. The qualitative
difference in the box correlator for large transverse size
shows that the two actions indeed lead to different long
wavelength properties. Thus, whether or not one allows gauge
fluctuation, does lead to effective low energy theories with
distinct ground-state properties.

We emphasize here that the stability of the EBL phase
in the ring model given in Eq. (1) is not the focus of this
study. Instead, we take the parton-gauge action in Eq. (11) as
our starting point and address the question whether excluding
gauge fluctuation may lead to a qualitative difference. Note
that the Gutzwiller action is only a caricature of what happens
under the Gutzwiller projection and one should use some
effective parameter geff rather than bare g. In the next
section, we will give a more accurate treatment by explicitly
constructing a Gutzwiller wave function and comparing its
properties with those of a model EBL wave function.

III. TRIAL WAVE FUNCTIONS

In this section, we examine the formal properties of the
Gutzwiller and EBL wave functions and highlight qualitative
differences between them.

A. General Jastrow wave function and harmonic approximation

We first derive expressions for the density structure factor
and box correlator for a general Jastrow-type wave function
with a two-body pseudo-potential:35,36

�({ri}) ∝ exp

[
− 1

2

∑
i,j

u(ri − rj )

]
, (32)

where the indices i,j run over the bosons. In the second-
quantized notation on the lattice, the wave function can be
equivalently expressed as

|�〉 ∝
∑
{nr}

exp

[
− 1

2

∑
r′,r′′

u(r′ − r′′)nr′nr′′

]
|{nr}〉. (33)

We will shortly see that both the EBL and Gutzwiller wave
functions have such forms, and their pseudo-potentials u(r)
will be given later. If we disregard the discreteness of the boson
number here, we obtain the following approximate density
structure factor37 for an arbitrary Gaussian wave function
(viewed in nr variable)

〈|nk|2〉 = 1

2uk
, (34)

uk =
∑

r

u(r)e−ik·r. (35)
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The box correlator defined in Eq. (22) can be calculated using

〈|φk|2〉 = 1
2uk, (36)

which follows from the boson-phase operator φr being
canonically conjugate to the boson-number operator nr. Again,
we have made use of the harmonic approximation, that is, we
neglect the discreteness of nr, or equivalently the compactness
of φr.

B. EBL wave function

For a model EBL wave function, we use the pseudo-
potential from Refs. 21 and 22, which can be motivated by a
direct “spin-wave” treatment of the ring Hamiltonian in Eq. (1),

uEBL(r) = 1

L2

∑
k

WEBLeik·r

4| sin(kx/2) sin(ky/2)| . (37)

Note that we exclude lines (kx,0) and (0,ky) from the sum.
One can also turn this into a convergent integral by replacing
eikxx by eikxx − 1 and eikyy by eikyy − 1; this does not change
�EBL because of fixed particle number in each row and
column (in our working Hilbert space appropriate for the ring
models). In principle, WEBL can be a smooth function of k
but for simplicity here, we take it to be a constant. We now
use harmonic approximation and obtain the following density
structure factor and box correlator

DEBL(k) = 2

WEBL

∣∣∣∣sin

(
kx

2

)
sin

(
ky

2

)∣∣∣∣ , (38)

BEBL(x,y) ∼ |x|−ηEBL(y), (39)

where Eq. (39) holds for large x and fixed y and ηEBL(y) is
given by

ηEBL(y) = WEBL

π2

∫ π

0

sin2(kyy/2)

sin(ky/2)
dky (40)

= 2WEBL

π2

[
1 + 1

3
+ 1

5
+ · · · + 1

2y − 1

]
(41)

≈ WEBL

π2
log(y), y � 1. (42)

Properties of Eq. (38) with DEBL(k) ∼ |kxky | and Eq. (39)
with ηEBL(y) growing logarithmically with y are long
wavelength properties of the EBL.17

C. Gutzwiller wave function

To obtain the Gutzwiller wave function, we use the
following wave function for partons confined within a chain:

�chain ({xi}) ∝ exp

[
− 1

2

∑
i,j

u1d(xi − xj )

]
, (43)

u1d(x) = 1

L

∑
kx

W1de
ikxx

2| sin(kx/2)| . (44)

(We can again regularize the sum by replacing eikxx by eikxx −
1 since adding a constant to the pseudo-potential does not
change the wave function for fixed particle number in the
chain.) This trial wave function has been known to capture

the energetics as well as Luttinger liquid exponents of one-
dimensional systems.38,39 We construct the Gutzwiller wave
function as

�Gutzw({ri}) = �1({ri})�2({ri}), (45)

where �μ is the wave function for the bμ partons confined
to move within chains oriented in the μ̂ direction. Note that
Gutzwiller projection has been explicitly imposed in Eq. (45),
where both parton species are present at each boson location
for any given set of {ri}. The Gutzwiller wave function indeed
has a Jastrow form with the following pseudo-potential:

uGutzw(r − r′) = δy,y ′u1d(x − x ′) + δx,x ′u1d(y − y ′). (46)

Again, disregarding the discreteness of the boson numbers, we
obtain the following density structure factor:

DGutzw(k) = 1

W1d

| sin(kx/2) sin(ky/2)|
| sin(kx/2)| + | sin(ky/2)| . (47)

This has a different singularity at k = 0 compared to the den-
sity structure factor for the EBL wave function in Eq. (38).40

The difference in the structure factors near k = 0 manifests
itself in the fluctuation properties. For a rectangular region
[0,x) × [0,y), we define the following number fluctuation for
the total number of bosons in the region:

δN(x,y) =
x−1∑
x ′=0

y−1∑
y ′=0

δn(x ′,y ′). (48)

The variance of the number fluctuation is readily calculated

〈δN (x,y)2〉 = 1

L2

∑
k

[
sin(kxx/2) sin(kyy/2)

sin(kx/2) sin(ky/2)

]2

〈|nk|2〉.

In the limit x � y � 1, this has different asymptotic forms
for the EBL and the Gutzwiller wave functions:

〈δNEBL(x,y)2〉 ≈ 2

π2WEBL
log(x) log(y), (49)

〈δNGutzw(x,y)2〉 ≈ 1

πW1d

y log(x). (50)

Equation (49) shows that such number fluctuation in the EBL
wave function is strongly suppressed. On the other hand, it
scales linearly in the region width y for the Gutzwiller case
while increasing logarithmically with x. This reminds of the
additivity of variances of statistically independent random
variables, and the Gutzwiller result appears to suggest that,
in the absence of gauge fluctuations, the bosons in adjacent
chains are weakly coupled compared to those in the EBL
phase.

We now turn to the box correlator and obtain

BGutzw(x,y) ∼ |x|−W1d/π , (51)

for large x and finite y, which is again qualitatively different
from the EBL box correlator in that the exponent here does
not grow with y. Notice that the Gutzwiller result has in
fact identical power law to the mean-field box correlator [see
Eq. (5)]:

Bm.f.(x,y) = |G1(xx̂)|2|G2(yŷ)|2, (52)

∼ |x|−W1d/π |y|−W1d/π . (53)
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This therefore suggests that the Gutzwiller projection has not
provided any improvement over the mean field slave particle
treatment as far as long-distance properties are concerned.
[Note that the schematic treatment in Sec. II leading to results
Eqs. (25) and (31) might suggest otherwise if we naively use
g = gm.f. = π/W1d there; however, such treatment appears to
over-emphasize the role of the constraint on the long-distance
properties of the wave functions, and we should allow some
effective geff instead. We believe the direct approach to the
wave functions as in this section is more accurate and shows
that there is no change in the power laws compared to the mean
field.]

To conclude our harmonic approximation study of the EBL
and the Gutzwiller wave functions in this section, we have
shown that despite the ability of the Gutzwiller wave function
to realize a quantum liquid, it does not give a fully qualitatively
accurate representation of the EBL phase as defined by
Eqs. (16) and (17). In the next section, we enforce hard-core
boson condition at each lattice site in Variational Monte Carlo
calculations and obtain numerically exact information for the
corresponding wave functions, defined in sectors with fixed
boson number in each row and column.

IV. EXACT VMC RESULTS

In this section, we perform exact calculations for the hard-
core bosons using the wave functions from Sec. III. We set up
Variational Monte Carlo simulations which allow hard-core
boson constraint to be imposed exactly. We also require fixed
boson number in each row and column. Since we are only
interested in wave functions that realize liquid phases, it is
important to ensure that the variational parameter chosen for
each trial wave function does not lead to an ordered phase.
For concreteness, we choose density with ρ = 1/2 (i.e., L/2
bosons in each row and each column of L × L lattices) and
select WEBL = 1.5 for the EBL wave function and W1d = 1.5
for the Gutzwiller wave function so that both wave functions
are deep inside the liquid regimes.41

Here, we briefly review the VMC method,42,43 which allows
the expectation of an operator O to be evaluated stochastically
for a given trial state |�T 〉 as follows:

〈O〉 =
∑

α〈�T |α〉〈α|O|�T 〉∑
β〈�T |β〉〈β|�T 〉 =

∑
α

pαOα, (54)

pα = |〈α|�T 〉|2∑
β |〈β|�T 〉|2 , Oα =

∑
β

〈α|O|β〉 〈β|�T 〉
〈α|�T 〉 . (55)

The basis states {|α〉} are sampled with probabilities {pα}
using the standard Metropolis algorithm, where an arbitrary
configuration is selected at time step t and accepted with
probability min(1,

|〈αt |�T 〉|2
|〈αt−1|�T 〉|2 ). Equation (54) becomes

〈O〉 = 1

M

M∑
t=1

Oαt
. (56)

For the Monte Carlo random walks, we allow all possible
m × n ring moves, where bosons hop from occupied sites at
r and r + mx̂ + nŷ onto vacant sites at r + mx̂ and r + nŷ.
These are the simplest moves that preserve the boson number

in each row and column and also guarantee ergodicity in the
Hilbert space of the problem.

We now present the results of our numerical study. In Fig. 1,
we analyze the density structure factor for each of the two wave
functions by plotting

C(ky) = D(kx,ky)

sin(kx/2)

∣∣∣∣
kx=2π/L

, (57)

taken at the smallest kx = 2π/L. This gives a finite-size mea-
sure of the slope of the density structure factor characterizing
the V-shaped singularity in the small kx limit at fixed ky , and
we are further interested in the behavior of C(ky) for small ky .
In the top panel, we obtain the limiting behavior for the EBL
wave function CEBL(ky → 0) ≈ |ky |/WEBL, which agrees very
well with the results derived using the harmonic approximation
in Eq. (38) (illustrated as a broken line in the figure).

The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the corresponding
analysis of the density structure factor for the Gutzwiller
wave function. Here, CGutzw(ky) approaches constant 1/WGutzw

(horizontal broken line) for any finite ky when lattice size
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Analysis of the VMC density structure
factors at long wavelengths for the hard-core boson wave functions.
We plot C(ky) = D(kx,ky)/| sin(kx/2)| evaluated at the smallest kx =
2π/L versus ky for system sizes from L = 20 to 80. Top: The EBL
result shows C(ky) approaching |ky |/WEBL for small ky . Bottom: The
Gutzwiller result shows C(ky) approaching the constant 1/WGutzw for
any fixed ky = 0 upon increasing L. The bold lines show the results
obtained using harmonic approximations in the L → ∞ limit.
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L → ∞, which again is in line with the result in the harmonic
approximation in Eq. (47). We also examine the ratio of
the VMC Gutzwiller density structure factor to that in the
harmonic approximation (not shown) and verify that the VMC
data indeed converges toward the analytical trend in Eq. (47)
with increasing L. Thus, the density structure factor at long
wavelengths clearly has a qualitatively different behavior for
the EBL and Gutzwiller hard-core boson wave functions.

Figure 2 shows the box correlatorB(x,y) versus x for y = 1
to 10, measured on a 80 × 80 lattice. The results for the EBL
and Gutzwiller wave functions are given in the top and bottom
panels, respectively. The data points are plotted together with
the best-fit curves using the following ansatz

B(x,y) = Ay

∣∣∣∣Lπ sin
(πx

L

)∣∣∣∣
−η(y)

, (58)

≈ Ay |x|−η(y), x � L. (59)

From the two plots shown in Fig. 2, it is clear that Eq. (58)
provides very good fits for the data. For fixed y, the parameter
η(y) determines the exponent in the power-law relation
B(x,y) ∼ |x|−η(y).
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Box correlator B(x,y) versus x for y = 1
to 10, measured on a 80 × 80 lattice. The data are fitted to the ansatz
in Eq. (58), and the results show that the power-law exponent η(y)
increases logarithmically with y for the EBL wave function (top),
while the exponent is essentially independent of y for the Gutzwiller
wave function (bottom).

For the EBL wave function, the lines fanning out in the top
panel show that the fitting parameter η(y) increases with y.
Anticipating a logarithmic relation from Eq. (42), we perform
an additional data fit to

η(y) = γ log(y) (60)

and obtain γ = 0.148. This value is very close to WEBL/π2

from the harmonic approximation, and therefore suggests
that the discreteness of the boson number and the hard-core
repulsion in the wave function do not significantly alter the
long wavelength properties of the resulting quantum state when
the wave function is well inside the liquid regime.

For the Gutzwiller wave function, the lines running parallel
to one another in the bottom panel in Fig. 2 show that the
exponent of the box correlator is essentially independent of y.
We obtain very good fits using η(y) = 0.477, which is again
very close to the corresponding Gaussian value W1d/π . As
before, the discreteness of the boson number and the hard-core
repulsion do not modify the long wavelength results of the
harmonic approximation.

We have thus shown that the EBL and Gutzwiller results
obtained using the harmonic approximations in Sec. III remain
valid for hard-core bosons here when the wave functions are
well inside the liquid regimes. But more importantly, the exact
VMC density structure factor and box correlator show that
the Gutzwiller projection leads to a quantum state that is
qualitatively different from that of the EBL wave function. We
discuss further implications of this finding in the conclusion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we compared a Gutzwiller wave function with
an EBL wave function, both motivated from the same parton-
gauge action, and found that they realize quantum liquids with
qualitatively different long-wavelength properties. This shows
that the Gutzwiller wave function, which does not include
fluctuations of the spatial gauge field, has failed to capture the
long-wavelength physics. Similar approaches have often been
used in the studies of quantum spin liquids and other strongly
correlated systems, and in some cases, Gutzwiller wave
functions with gapless partons possess competitive ground-
state energies.15,16,22,44–50 We note that the gauge fluctuations
in our case are more damped compared to the cases with
generic parton Fermi surfaces1,4–12 or Fermi points1,13,14, and
hence are expected to be less important than in those cases, but
still lead to qualitative effects as we have seen. This therefore
raises the possibility that Gutzwiller-projected wave functions
for fractionalized phases with gapless emergent gauge fields
may generally fail to capture the correct ground-state physics.

Let us also mention some extensions. An interesting
question in the same setting is to compare entanglement in
the Gutzwiller and EBL wave functions51,52 and examine the
effect of including spatial gauge fluctuations as modeled by
the latter. A direct study both in the EBL field theory and in
the hard-core boson model realizations20,21 would be useful.

In this paper, we used bosonic partons, which we argued
to be appropriate for the ring models with Kmn > 0; in this
case, the ground-state wave function is positive and there is no
sign problem. On the other hand, for models with Kmn < 0,
where in general there is a sign problem and the ground-state
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wave function has nontrivial signs, it appears to be more appro-
priate to use fermionic partons, b

†
r = d

†
r1d

†
r2.22 We can argue

for this either from mean-field energetics like in Eq. (4) or from
the connection between the corresponding Hring and HU(1).22

This construction gives a so-called extremal DLBL state from
Ref. 22, where fermionic partons form flat Fermi surfaces
in the mean field. A naive bosonization treatment of the
corresponding parton-gauge system leads to a theory similar
to our Eq. (11), and hence to an EBL-like long-wavelength
description. The Gutzwiller wave function �b = �d1�d2 is
also similar to the one in the present study but with specific sign
structure from the product of the parton Slater determinants.
Inspired by the present work, we can attempt to crudely
account for the gauge fluctuations by replacing the absolute
value |�d1�d2 | by the Jastrow-EBL form while keeping the
sign structure. Interestingly, while the density correlations are
not sensitive to the sign structure, the boson-ring correlations

are, and in the frustrated case they have faster power-law decay
(for the same density correlations), as can be seen already on
the mean-field level.

It would be interesting to examine other contexts
with gapless parton-gauge systems where Gutzwiller-type
wave functions have been used, such as gapless spin
liquids1,15,16,45,46,48,50 and more general Bose-metals22,47,49,
and see if we can learn how to include gauge fluctuations
in these cases, even if only on some crude level.
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